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Abstract
Appropriate axial preload is necessary for the double-row tapered roller bearing used for supporting the rotor of
the direct-drive wind turbine; its function is to ensure the rolling motions of the rollers and the long fatigue life
of the bearing as far as possible. For this purpose, statics model of the preloaded bearing under the combined
action of radial load, axial load and tilting moment load was established firstly; then, for a set of selected preload
values which are different proportions of the dynamic equivalent axial load of the external bearing loads, the
corresponding loaded roller number, maximum roller load and bearing fatigue life were obtained; thirdly, the
effects of different preloads on the calculated indicator values were analyzed, result show that preload can
improve the uneven load distribution among the rollers, the preload value also influence the rolling roller number
and bearing fatigue life. A preload of 0.5 times of the dynamic equivalent axial load was selected as a trade-off
between the rolling roller number and bearing fatigue life.
Keywords: wind turbine, double-row tapered roller bearing, statics analysis, axial preload, rolling motion,
fatigue life
1. Introduction
In spite of the global economic depression, the worldwide wind capacity reached 254000 MW by the end of June
2012, out of which 16546 MW were added in the first six months of 2012 (World Wind Energy Association,
2012). The reliability of wind turbines has attract more and more attention from the researcher, bearings are the
key components of wind turbines, they need to be pay more attention as they have higher costs associated with
repair or replacement (Kotzalas & Doll, 2010). In recent years, some research work of the mechanics problems
of slewing bearing used for wind turbine have been conducted by the researchers. Such as the calculation of the
static load-carrying capacity of four-contact-point slewing bearings used for the pitching system and yawing
system of wind turbine (Aguirrebeitia, Plaza, Abasolo, & Vallejo, 2013), the contact fatigue damage of hardened
layer of bearing raceway used for the yaw system in wind turbine, this problem was solved by constructing the
nonlinear material constitutive equation of hardened layer (Niu, Yang, & Gao, 2013), and the effect of local
structure change on the fatigue life of yaw slewing bearing of wind turbine, this problem was analyzed by the
FEM software (Feng, Chen, Huang, & Wang, 2013), all the present work mainly aimed at the slewing bearings
used for the pitching system and yawing system of the double-fed induction wind turbine.
Direct-drive wind turbine is a new turbine architecture which has been developed in recent years, this kind of
wind turbine eliminate the gearbox and connect the rotor directly to a permanent magnet generator. Direct-drive
wind turbine offers significant potential because they eliminate the gear-speed increaser, which is susceptible to
significant accumulated fatigue torque loading, related reliability issues, and maintenance costs (Bywaters et al.,
2007).
The rotor of direct-drive wind turbine is supported by one set of slewing bearing. Double-row tapered roller
bearing is deemed as a more suitable selection to support the rotor of direct-drive wind turbine (Lucas & Pontius,
2005), because this kind of bearing can carry the combined actions of radial load, axial load and tilting moment
load; and their design is built around the concept of zero slip which minimizes wear over long periods of
operation; especially their load distribution among the rollers can be optimized to avoid load losing or exceeding
of some rollers through appropriate axial preload. The cross section of double-row tapered roller bearing is
shown in Figure1. In the direct-drive wind turbine, the outer ring of the bearing is connected to the nacelle main
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frame, andd the inner rinng of the bearring is conneccted to the rottor. During thee operating prrocess, the bearing
sustains thhe axial load which
w
comes ffrom the aeroddynamic load from the rotorr, the tilting m
moment load which
w
comes from
m the aerodynnamic load from the rotor annd the weight oof the rotor, thhe radial load form the weig
ght of
the rotor m
mainly.
Axial prelooad is needed by double-row
w tapered roller bearing to m
make the load bbe well distribuuted among the
e two
row rollerrs, its aim is to ensure neaarly all rollers to carry loaad and roll auutonomously. As the preloa
ad is
insufficiennt, the action of
o external axial load will rresult in the uunloading of soome rollers. B
Because the no
ormal
contact loaads between thhe unloaded rrollers and thee raceway equaal to zero, thee raceway surfface of the rottating
ring can nnot drag the unnloaded rollerrs to orbit throough rolling m
motion by fricttional traction. Slipping fric
ctions
appear bettween the unlooaded rollers aand the racewaay surface; fricction heat willl lead to the premature failu
ure of
the racewaay and the cagge. While as thhe preload is exxcessively largge, the combinning action of tthe preload and the
external looad can resultt in the exceeeding of the rooller loads ovver the rated looad, and this will result in heat
generationn and fatigue faailure of the beearing. Therefoore, it is necessary to understand deeply thhe influence law
ws of
preload onn the load distrribution of the bearing rollers and determinne the reasonabble value of thhe preload base
ed on
these lawss further.
The intendd of this paper is to establishh the static moddel of axial preeloaded doublee-row tapered roller bearing used
for supporrting the rotor of direct-drivee wind turbinee, and analyze the effect of aaxial preload oon the loaded roller
r
number, m
maximum rolleer load and beearing fatigue llife; use thesee analyzed resuults to determiine the approp
priate
axial prelooad.

Figuure 1. Double--row tapered rooller bearing
2. Force A
Analysis for Taapered Rollerr
In the tapeered roller bearrings, in additiion to bear thee normal loads from the inneer raceway andd outer raceway
y, the
tapered rooller also bearr the normal lloads from thee guide flangee of the innerr ring. Supposse the acting force
between tthe roller and the inner racceway, outer raceway, guidde flange is Qi, Qe, Qf resspectively; and
d the
correspondding contact anngle is αi, αe, αf respectively, as shown in F
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Foorces of taperedd roller
For the staatic equilibrium
m of the tapereed roller, the suum of forces inn any directionn is equal to zero, therefore,

Qe sin  e  Qi ssin  i  Q f sinn  f  0

(1)

Qe cos  e  Qi cos  i  Q f cos  f  0

(2)

For the syystems of equaations composeed by Equation (1) and Equuation (2), supppose Qe, αi, αe and αf are kn
nown
variables, Qi and Qf aree unknown vaariables. Thenn Qi and Qf caan be represented by otherr variables thrrough
solving thee systems of eqquations, that iis
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Between thhe roller and the
t outer racew
way, only norm
mal force Qe exxists, so in thee statics analyssis of tapered roller
r
bearings, tthe rollers andd the inner ringg are looked aas an isolated bbody to considder its equilibrrium problem.. The
rollers andd the inner ringg together are ccalled “roller-iinner ring” isoolated body in the following.
3. Load-D
Deflection Relaationship
When relaative displacem
ment between tthe inner ring aand the outer rring emerges, bbecause the coontact angles of
o the
inner raceway and the outer
o
racewayy are different,, the elastic coontact deformation betweenn the roller and
d the
inner racew
way is not in thhe same directtion as it betweeen the roller aand the outer rraceway.
Here, the elastic contaact deformatioon direction bbetween the rroller and the outer racewaay is looked as a
benchmarkk, project the elastic contactt deformation direction betw
ween the rollerr and the inner raceway onto the
elastic conntact deformattion direction bbetween the rooller and the oouter raceway;; the total apprroach between
n two
raceways uunder load sepparated by a rooller is the sum
m of the elastiic contact defoormations betw
ween the rollerr and
each racew
way. In this dirrection, the totaal load-deflecttion factor is (L
Lundberg & Paalmgren, 19477)





K ne  8.06 10 4 l 0.89 1 ci0.9 ccos e   i 
in which

ci  sin  e   f  / sin  i   f

1.11

(5)



Then, the nnormal contact load betweenn the roller andd the outer raceeway is

Qe  K ne n1.11

(6)

4. Equilib
brium Model of
o Bearing Un
nder Axial Preeload
After the bbearing is mouunted on the hhost machine, tthe axial prelooad is applied oon the inner riing. As the bearing
being anallyzed, supposee the outer ringg of the bearinng is fixed. Foor the convenieence of analyssis, subscript “1”
“ is
used to reppresent the row
w adjacent to thhe rotor, and suubscript “2” reepresent the roow adjacent to the nacelle.
29
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The axial displacement between the rrotor side row
w inner ring annd the outer riing is δa0, the elasticity co
ontact
deformatioon along the noormal directionn of outer raceeway producedd by this axial ddisplacement iis

 nne0   a 0 sin  e

(7)

Substitutinng Equation (77) into Equatioon (6), the contact load Qe beetween the rolller and the ouuter raceway ca
an be
obtained. T
Then the equilibrium equatioon of the rotor side row “rolller – inner ringg” isolated boddy is

Fa 0  Z
ZQe sin  e  0

(8)

Where, Z iis the roller nuumber of each row. From Eqquation (8), onee can obtain thhe axial displaccement of the rotor
side inner ring relative too the outer ringg under the acttion of axial prreload as follows:

 a0



Fa 0

 
2.111 
Z
ZK

sin


ne
e



0.9

(9)

Similarly, the axial displlacement betw
ween the nacellee side row inneer and the outeer ring isδa0 tooo under the action
of axial prreload Fa0.
5. Equilib
brium Model of
o Bearing Un
nder Combineed Loads
Suppose thhe outer ring of the bearingg is fixed, undder the combinned action of rradial load Fr, axial load Fa and
tilting mom
ment load M, the corresponnding radial dissplacement, axxial displacem
ment and angullar displaceme
ent of
the bearing inner ring is δr, δa and θ respectively. T
The “roller-inner ring” isollated body susstains the actio
on of
external looads Fr, Fa andd M, it also suustains the norrmal loads Qe aacting on the rroller from thee outer racewa
ay, as
shown in F
Figure 3. Undder the actionss of these loadds, the “roller--inner ring” issolated body iss in an equilib
brium
state.

Figure 3. Diisplacements oof inner ring unnder combinedd loads
5.1 Displaacement of Eacch Roller Posittion of Rotor SSide Row
Firstly, connsider the rotoor side row roollers, the axiaal displacemennt at the positiion of jth rolleer produced by
y the
axial displlacementδa iss equal toδa, while the radiial displacement at the posittion of jth roller produced by the
radial dispplacementδr iss

 rr1 j    r cos  j 

(10)

Where,ψ（j） is the posittion azimuth anngle of the rolller along the raaceway. The raadial displacem
ment at the possition
of jth rolleer produced byy the tilting anggular displacem
ment θ is

 r1 j   0.5d c cos  j 
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Where, dc is the axial distance between two row roller centers. The axial displacement at the position of jth roller
produced by the tilting angular displacement θ is

 a1 j   0.5d m cos  j 

(12)

Where, dm is the pitch diameter of the bearing. The radial displacement at the position of each roller is produced
by the radial displacementδr and the tilting angular displacement θ. According to Equation (10) and Equation
(11), the total radial displacement at the position of jth roller is

 r1 j    r  0.5d c  cos  j 

(13)

For the axial displacement at the position of each roller, in addition to the axial displacement produced by the
axial displacementδa and the tilting angular displacement θ, the axial displacement produced by the axial
displacementδa0 should be also considered. Then, the total axial displacement at the position of jth roller is

 a1 j    a 0   a  0.5d m cos  j 

(14)

Then, the total displacement at the position of jth roller along the normal direction of the outer raceway is

 n1 j    r1 j  cos  e   a1 j  sin  e

(15)

5.2 Displacement of Each Roller Position of Nacelle Side Row
According to the same principle as above, for the nacelle side row rollers, the axial displacement at the position
of jth roller produced by the axial displacementδa is equal to －δa.
The total radial displacement at the position of jth roller is

 r 2  j    r  0.5d c  cos  j 

(16)

Similarly, the total axial displacement at the position of jth roller is

 a 2  j    a 0   a  0.5d m cos  j 

(17)

The total displacement at the position of jth roller along the normal direction of the outer raceway contact is

 n 2  j    r 2  j  cos  e   a 2  j  sin  e

(18)

5.3 Equilibrium Equations of “Roller-Inner Ring” Isolated Body
Substituting Equation (15) and Equation (18) into Equation (6) respectively, the expressions of normal load Qe1(j)
and Qe2(j) between the two row rollers and the outer raceway can be obtained, where, j=1,2,3,…,Z.
In the radial direction of the bearing, the equilibrium equation of the “roller – inner ring” isolated body under the
actions of external radial load Fr and normal Qe1(j) and Qe2(j) is
Z





Fr   Qe1 j   Qe 2  j  cos  e cos  j   0
j 1

(19)

In the axial direction of the bearing, the equilibrium equation of the “roller – inner ring” isolated body under the
actions of external axial load Fa and normal Qe1(j) and Qe2(j) is
Z





Fa   Qe1 j   Qe 2  j  sin  e  0
j 1

(20)

The normal load Qe1(j) acting on the rollers by the outer raceway will produce moment actions on the
“roller-inner ring” isolated body. One part of them is the moment produced by the axial component of load Qe1(j)
on the bearing center, another part of them is the moment produced by the radial component of load Qe1(j) on the
bearing center. The equilibrium equation of the “roller-inner ring” isolated body under the actions of the two
part moments and external tilting moment load M is
z
 z

M  0.5d m sin  e  d c cos  e   Qe1 j  cos  j    Qe 2 j  cos  j    0
j 1
 j 1


(21)

A system of nonlinear equations can be obtained by using the above three equilibrium Equations (19)-(21). If the
design parameters of the bearing are given, the values of unknown variable δr, δa and θ can be solved
corresponding a set of axial preload Fa0 and external loads Fr, Fa and M, and the roller loads can be calculated
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further.
6. Examplle Calculation
n and Analysiss
The designn parameters of
o the rotor beaaring of certainn type 2.0 MW
W direct drive w
wind turbine arre listed as in Table
T
1, and thee external fatiggue loads are Fr = 451 (kN
N), Fa = 544 (kkN), M =10722 (kNm). Accoording to T. Harris
H
(Harris, Ruumbarger, & Butterfield,
B
2009), the dynam
mic equivalentt axial load of the bearing caan be calculate
ed by
using these external fatiggue loads, the calculated vallue is as follow
ws: Fae = 19411 (kN). In this paper, the value of
Fae is usedd as a baselinne for determinning the axiall preload of thhe bearing. Ass the axial preeload equals to
o the
different pproportion of Fae, the results calculated are shown in Figuure 4-Figure 8..
Table 1. Bearing design parameters
m)
dm (mm

dc (mm)

αi (°)

αe (°)

αf (°)

lwe (mm)

Dwe (m
mm)

φ(°)

Z

20266

116

43

45

46

990

51

1

104

The uneveen distribution of roller loads can be attribbuted to the actions of externnal axial load aand tilting moment
load, axiall load mainly make
m
the unevven distribution between twoo rows. Uneveen distribution of roller loads can
result in thhe roller slippinng, heat generration and fatiggue life decreaase. Axial prelooad can improove the uneven load
distribution of the rolleers. With the iincrease of axxial preload, m
more and morre rollers beginn to undertake the
bearing exxternal loads, thhis can be seenn in Figure 4 aand Figure 5. W
When the prelooad is less thann 0.6Fae, the no
ormal
contact loaads between some rollers annd the racewayy are equal to zero, these roollers can not rroll by themse
elves,
their orbitiing are realizeed by the pushh of the cage, this is disadvaantageous to tthe bearing. W
When the prelo
oad is
equal to 00.6Fae, the norrmal contact looads of all rolllers of the tw
wo rows are noonzero, they aall can realize pure
rolling, thiis is advantaggeous for the bbearing to reduuce friction annd heat generaation. When th
the axial preload is
larger thann 0.6Fae, withh the increase of the prelload, the rolleer loads beginn to increase distinctly; th
his is
disadvantaageous to the bearing;
b
becauuse excessive llarge roller loaad can result inn the prematurre fatigue failu
ure of
the racewaays. From the viewpoint
v
of slipping frictionn and heat genneration, the prreload of 0.6Faae is most favorable
for the beaaring.

Figuure 4. Load disstribution of rootor side row
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Figurre 5. Load disttribution of naccelle side row
The effectt of the preloadd on the fatiguue life of the beearing is show
wn in Figure 6. With the incrrease of the pre
eload
from 0 to 0.3Fae, the beearing fatigue llife increase aaccordingly; thhis can be attriibuted to the reason that the load
distribution among the rollers
r
become more and m
more even. Whhen the preloaad is larger thaan 0.3Fae, with
h the
increase oof the axial prreload, the beaaring fatigue llife begins deccrease distincttly; this can bbe attributed to
o the
reason thaat the roller loaads begin to inncrease due too the preload, as shown in F
Figure 7. Geneerally speaking
g, the
effect of tthe roller load increase exxceeds the disstribution evennness increasee through preeloading. From
m the
viewpoint of fatigue failuure, the preloaad of 0.3Fae is most favorablee for the bearinng.

Figure 6. B
Bearing fatigue life
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Figure 7. M
Maximum rolleer load
Determinaation of the preeload should cconsider to redduce both rolleer slipping andd raceway fatiggue failure. Fo
or the
former, thee proportion of
o the loaded rrollers should be no less thaan 80 per cent so as to over come the effe
ect of
slippage. A
According to Figure
F
8, the ppreload need too be larger thaan 0.4Fae. For the latter, if thhe preload is larger
than 0.5Faae, fatigue life will decrease drastically, as shown in Figuure6. Thereforre, as a trade-ooff selection, 0.5Fae
is selectedd as the bearingg preload.

F
Figure 8. Propportion of loadeed rollers
7. Conclussion
Double-row tapered roller bearing is a suitable selecction to supporrt the rotor of ddirect-drive wiind turbine, an
nd the
appropriatte preload is neecessary for thhe bearing to eensure the rollling motions oof the rollers annd the long fa
atigue
life of the bearing as farr as possible. S
Statics model oof the preloadeed bearing wass established, ffor a set of sele
ected
preload vaalues which arre different prooportions of thhe dynamic eqquivalent axiall load, the loaaded roller num
mber,
maximum roller load andd the bearing ffatigue life werre calculated. W
With the increease of the prelload, the numb
ber of
loaded rolllers becomes more and moore, this is advvantageous forr the pure rollling of the rolllers; but excessive
large prelooad will increaase the roller loads and decrease the fatiguue life of the bbearing. Basedd on these resu
ults, a
34
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preload of 0.5 times of the dynamic equivalent axial load was determined.
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